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                Part -1        From "Naam" to "Long Chant"

                       Meditation and Chanting



                                                                                        

                                                                                                

                                        "There are eight staircases leading to the peaks of the mountains. 
The top of the mountain represents the higher self, and the staircase the genuine path of the 
being.

                                                     Underneath is written:

                                      EK ONG KAR SAT NAM SIRI WHA GURU!"  *1

                                                                                                                                  
   

                                  

                                                                           



                                                               

"We are now in the Steel Age- Age of Machine which is represented by a circle, which is the wheel of 
creation. It works with the power represented by another wheel which runs it. Constant vibrations 
from that wheel of Cosmic energy gives power of life movement to this wheel of creation. Now my 
dear sweet love, you draw one circle like the wheel and put another circle like a wheel over it ( wheel 
over wheel) will make the figure 8 which according to the Science of Numerology represents infinity 
turned sideways." *2

"All mantras are good, they are all for the awakening of the Divine but this mantra is effective and is 
the mantra for this time, so my lovely student, at the will of my Master I teach you the greatest 
divine Key which has eight levers and this key can open the lock of the time which is 8 in figure 
(wheel over wheel). Therefore , when this Mantra is sung in the neck lock, at the point where Prana 
and Apana meet sushumna, this vibration opens the lock and thus one becomes one with the Divine." 
*3



                      Yogi Bhajan's yogic method of "chanting the Naam
                                    "EK ONG KAR SAT NAM SIRI WHA GURU "                                                                     
                                            for spiritual upliftment.

                                              Meditation Instruction 
                               from Summer solstice 1971, June 20    P.26:
                                                   LONG CHANT
                                                 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_cxN8zgM_k
                                                        

                                          
        Sitting with straight spine, gyan mudra , eyes focused on third eye point, inhale:

           EK -    pull rootlock (anus ring)

long   ONG -  complete rootlock (sex organ)

long   KAR-    pull in navel point, pull vibration up to diaphragm...inhale

         SAT-    strike heart center

long   NAM-   pull neck lock

         SIRI-   charge third eye point, half inhale

         WHA-  strike crown

long  GURU-  meditate on circumvent force...release all locks, inhale begin again.

                                                                       

                                                                      

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_cxN8zgM_k


                                                                      

                                                

"There are two ways to find the Divine. One way is to open the solar plexus and charge 
your solar centers.You get direct with the Divine. The other method is that you concentrate 
and meditate and get this sound in you; and it directly charges your solar centers and in 
this method you get the Divine Light to you. This sound is a precise sound: 
                                                                                                                 
                                 EK ONG KAR SAT NAM SIRI WHA GURU " *5

Yogi Bhajan's technique of "chanting the Naam" incorporates both ways. The method of  
the sant (simran/chanting) and the way of the yogis (blend of mudras (sambhavi mudra 
and gyan mudra), pranayam ( 2 1/2 breath cycle), bandhas (locks) and concentration on 
the chakras with the mantra) , . It is not a traditional eastern technique, but one 
developped by Yogi Bhajan on his arrival to North america, it does however introduce the 
technique of "simran" adapted to yogic practice. The original meditation method  (simran) 
Yogi Bhajan learned from a sikh sant (holy man) in India named Maharaj Virsa Singh.

                                                                                         

                                  

                                                                                                              

"In the town of Goindwal in Punjab , India even today this Divine Mantra is still inscribed on the 
walls of the Bowli Sahib (sacred well) at the house of Guru Amar Das, the Guru of Guru Ram Das 



through whose blessing today we vibrate in the Divine Ecstasy. I disclose to you today this 
secret of the Divine for the uplift of humanity and those who will follow it will be liberated and 
be one with the Divine."  *4

                                             
                                                       Baba Virsa Singh 

                                        

Maharaj Virsa Singh, from whom Yogi Bhajan received Naam (ek ong kar, sat nam, siri wahe guru) in 1966 
was an illiterate sant who migrated from the Lahore area to New Delhi during partition. He wasn't a 
Kundalini Yogi , however he was a powerful and inspiring force behind a dynamic rural spiritual community, 
lived a life of hard work and meditation  (Simran and Kirtan , the traditional Sikh approach to mysticism) .



                                    THE Master whom Yogi Bhajan refers to in the following: 

                      
                      "After meditating at the Lotus Feet of my Master, who has granted me liberation from the
                         time cycle and the cycle of Karma, oh my sweet student teacher of the day, I disclose                                             
                         to you the secret of the Nam. If you care to listen to me this day and will practice
                         you will be liberated like me."

                                          

                                                              Mantra Yoga 1969

                                                             " EK ONG KAR,  SAT NAM,  SIRI WHA GURU"

                                                       The original way Yogi Bhajan first learned it in India.
                                                   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXz0p_X9mwQ

                                                                    
                                                                                       1969

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXz0p_X9mwQ


                                                                                                                                                                                        
Few historical photos (1969 New Mexico Yoga Altar showing the photo of Maharaj Virsa Singh quite clearly and the 
original Yantra which says:
                                                               

                                                                                
                                                       

                                                                        EK ONG KAR SAT NAM
                                                                             SIRI WHA GURU 

                                                                                  
                                                                                                                
                                                                       Maharaj Virsa Singh

                  



                         

                                                                
                                        Yogi Bhajan explaining that he got Nanak's word from that saint.

             From Virsa Singh's chanting one can hear the essence of what would become the Laya Yoga chant. 

                                                         http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3LgU_E5Rxw

                                                             

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3LgU_E5Rxw
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                            Ek Ong Kar
                       
                        SatNam
                                                                
                    Siri WaheGuru

                                                                                                                                   

                            "Chanting the Naam , is the greatest yoga." Yogi Bhajan 1973
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         Part -2             From "Sat Nam" to "Sa-Ta-Na-Ma"

                                   from Bij Mantra to Punj Shabad 



      
Sometime in 1972, Yogi Bhajan introduced what he called the "Punj Shabad" the 5 Shabads ( Punj = 5 , 
Shabads = Sounds), which was a creative outflow of Virsa Singh's method of chanting the Naam. It was to 
become Yogi Bhajan's signature meditation, one that was featured prominently in the beginning of his 
public book "The Teachings of Yogi Bhajan" released in 1976, this "sa-ta-na-ma" meditation became know 
as Kirtan Kriya. 

                                    

From the complete mystic formula (Naam) or adi shakti mantra, one can see the " saa-taa-naa-maa " 
central to it. This isolation of individual sound vibrations were  a "naad yoga" version of the way Sikh 
mystics would say "saateeh naamm..eh" or "satinamu" in a most sacred and simple way. In the Guru 
Granth Sahib one can find:

  * ''Ika oankara satinamu karata purakhu nirabhau niravairu. 

      'Ika oankara satinamu karata purakhu gura prasadi'.

      'Ika oankara satinamu gura prasadi' .
                                    

                                       "  A"    the creative sound of the universal matrix

                                        
                                         " S - T - N -  M - A "     5 SOUNDS (Punj Shabad)

                                       



                                           
                                                      the creative cycle of the universe

                                        
                                                           Infinity-Life-Death-Rebirth

Kirtan Kriya (could be said was a yogic technique to text the God within) so simple  anyone including 
children could do it. Chanting "Saa - Taa - Naa - Maa" with actives mudras, pressing the thumb to the 
fingertips, what Yogi Bhajan called "playing the antennas". Projecting the sounds through the Ajna Chakra. 
The quintessential 3rd Eye meditation. 
And by creating a finite sound current (the 5 Primal Sounds)  , a way to merge with the Infinite Sound 
Current. It was also claimed to balance the emotions, stimulate the secretions of the pituitary gland, and 
activate areas of the brain: Intuition , Patience , Vitality, Communication .

                                                

                                           



                      

Yogi Bhajan said:

"When you recite the Name of God   in a meditative form which is the basic sound, the controlling sound of 
all sounds, that is Saa Taa Naa Maa, and you perfect it, then a knowledge is awakened in you, and you can 
know the truth. That is how I got around everything. In the Sikh religion, also, there are a lot of rituals 
which are totally ridiculous, politically motivated and totally nonsensical."

                                            

Long Chant remained the preferred method of morning chanting for group sadhana in the kundalini yoga 
ashrams of the 70's. But "Sa-Ta-Na-Ma" was Yogi Bhajan's own take on Sat Nam, and could be taught in 
Kundalini Yoga classes , as part of Kriyas to practice at home, or as a basic meditation for personal 
practice. An integral part of  the evolution of his unique system of meditation adapted to Modern Times.

                
 



Shabad Kriya was a more complex meditation , good before sleep, to rejuvenate the nerves ,
 that employed a special  segmented breath sequence with the " Punj Shabad ".

                                         
                              

Yogi Bhajan created many kriyas and meditations that would become  Kundalini Yoga as taught by Yogi 
Bhajan, the system He promoted and shared with the world, based on a lifetime of practice and 
accumulation of yogic science and healing wisdom.  
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